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Details of Visit:

Author: Confuscius
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: XXX @Massagenn1
Website: http://www.massage-northampton.co.uk
Phone: 01604636440
Phone: 07565005165

The Premises:

As described in numerous other reviews.

The Lady:

Attractive Brit from up north with features that suggest a predominant celtic ancestry rather than
anglo-saxon or norse, reportedly 30 something in age, long brunette hair, shorter than average in
height, medium build with curvy physique, medium sized breasts with amazing nipples as her
current profile pictures will confirm, definitely MILF material oozing the sort of appeal that has sober
men trying their luck at social gatherings with attempts increasing exponentially in relation to the
quantity of alcohol consumed.

The Story:

Grace walked into the room within a couple of minutes of my arrival which always goes down well
with me carrying the glass of water I'd asked for earlier. I don't normally undress until after the maid
has brought this in to spare any blushes so there was time for a minute or two of chit chat with her
watching me intently as I stripped which I found quite a turn-on.

Although I was able to sense exactly how the session was going to shape up, I still asked whether
she'd provide me with a gfe just in case the gods and saints who've watched over my punting
activities so reliably for over 30 years were having another off day. Her face lit up as she gave an
enthusiastic sounding yes in response. It is irrelevant whether or not she meant it in the way it came
across; the fact that she was prepared to go the extra mile to say it in the way she did is one of the
little things which define an excellent provider and sets them apart from an average one.

The action started with dfk with her seemingly as enthusiastic and passionate as I and this lasted
some time as I was enjoying it so much. She then moved onto demonstrating an excellent owo
technique which included the scrotum as well as the shaft which is something else I enjoy. Most of
our time together was taken up moving between dfk and owo apart from a minute or two of ro
culminating with her saying she was coming and her body displaying the physical indications to
back this up. The intensity of our interaction saw me extremely fired up and rock solid Grace walked
into the room within a couple of minutes of my arrival which always goes down well with me carrying
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the glass of water I'd asked for earlier. I don't normally undress until after the maid has brought this
in to spare any blushes so there was time for a minute or two of chit chat with her watching me
intently which I found quite a turn-on.

I'll heartily recommend Grace to anyone looking for a high octane sort of punt.
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